NET+ CSTAAC - Cloud Services Technology Architecture Advisory Committee

Welcome to the NET+ CSTAAC (Cloud Services Technology Architecture Advisory Committee, pronounced C-stack) Working Group wiki.

CSTAAC, Cloud Services Technology Architecture Advisory Committee, is a standing architecture strategy group of community members chartered by Internet2’s Vice President for Trust and Identity and NET+ Cloud Services. CSTAAC advises Internet2’s Cloud Services and NET+ program areas through interactions with other groups and with Internet2’s Vice President for NET+. CSTAAC members include a broad representation from the research and education community.

The Cloud Storage Working Group was chartered by CSTAAC and it is supported by Internet2 NET+ staff. The current focus is on providing higher education-specific feedback to Google as it relates to Google Workspace for Education, and on the creation of a repository of best practices and documentation.

Updates:

Blog stream

Create a blog post to share news and announcements with your team and company.

NET+ CSTAAC Membership

- Jason Armbruster, University of Colorado - Boulder
- Lucrecia Kim-Boswell, Stanford University
- Sarah Christen, Cornell University
- Damian Doyle, University of Maryland Baltimore County
- Jill Gemmill, Clemson University
- Chuntida Harinnitisuk, UT Health Systems San Antonio
- Tomomi Imamura, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- Charley Kneifel, Duke University
- Dave Marble, OSHEAN
- Derek Masseth, Sun Corridor Network
- James Monek, Lehigh University
- Kari Robertson, University of California Office of the President
- Boyd Wilson, Omnibond

To Contact CSTAAC

- Email: cstacc@internet2.edu
- Staff support: Bob Flynn bflynn@internet2.edu

CSTAAC Charter

The Charter can be found here: https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/x/UAJ1CQ

For members, links to agendas and minutes.